
Summary

We propose to provide two broad classes of service to the NSDL: First, we will provide automatic linking
services that automatically bind key words and phrases to supplementary information. Such automatic linking
services are already in place in the Perseus Digital Library These services will aid students, professionals outside
a particular discipline, and the interested public read documents full of unfamiliar technical terms and concepts.
Astronomy students and curious amateurs may need to see expansions of some acronyms — e.g., MACHO:
massive compact halo object, such as neutron stars and brown dwarfs — or pictures of “Kuiper belt objects”.
These services can be of particular help to undergraduates as they shift from textbooks to scientific literature: the
student ploughing through research papers on bioluminescence will, for example, be able to locate information
about particular chemical processes or relevant species of echinoderms. READ THE REST SEE IF THIS GOES
HERE OR IN THE PROPOSAL PROPER

As a service to support all levels of reading in the National Science Digital Library, we propose to

• create and maintain authority lists of technical terms and concepts harvested from OAI metadata, extracted
from full text, and imported from existing authority lists

• extend our current automatic hypertext capabilities to embed glosses of technical terms and links to related
passages within HTML, PDF, and XML documents in the NSDL

• provide term detection and document linking through SOAP-based web services

• evaluate the interface to and functionality of our services in cooperation with the National Virtual Obser-
vatory

• customize the service through explicit user configuration and adaptive learning of preferences

• collect annotations on the quality of links to improve precision and provide a training set for future systems

Much of the work at the Tufts University Perseus Digital Library Project (funded under the Digital Library
Initiative, Phase 2) and the Johns Hopkins Digital Knowledge Center has already focused on exploiting various
kinds of authority lists (geographic toponyms, biographical dictionaries, dictionaries and glossaries of technical
terms) for the automatic generation of hypertext links [8] and for visualizations such as automatically generated
dynamic maps and timelines [28, 29]. Such link generation complements the current practice of automatic
identification and aggregation of citations. This proposal sets out to augment and transfer our technology for
managing authority lists, converting this from a research effort to an institutionalized service serving a wider
community.

The support requested will allow two complementary shifts. First, we will be able to extend and refine our
existing software base. While much can be done with the text matching and categorization algorithms, our main
focus will be upon developing refined user tools that NSDL participants can use over the Web. Second, we will
transfer functionality from its current home in a research lab to Tufts’ Digital Collections and Archives (DCA)
and Johns Hopkins’ Digital Knowledge Center (DKC). This move is a natural one and continues an on-going
partnership and shared technology resources: for the past four years, the Tufts University archives, Perseus,
and the DKC have collaborated closely in various projects and technologies. The university is capitalizing on
this partnership, with the archives reorganized as the basis for the Digital Collections and Archives group. The
Principal Investigator, Gregory Colati, is the Director of the Digital Collections and Archives group that will
provide the long-term home for this service. Gregory Crane, head of the Perseus Digital Library Project and
PI on the DLI-2 grant, is co-PI and responsible for overseeing the technical development and transfer of the
technology. Sayeed Choudhury, the Hodson Director of the Johns Hopkins Digital Knowledge Center, will
manage the evaluation of the service and development of adaptive authority linking technology. Alexander
Szalay, professor of astronomy at Johns Hopkins and head of the NSF-funded National Virtual Observatory, is
co-PI and will involve the NVO in incorporating its knowledge bases for astronomy and evaluating the system
for the NVO’s audiences from K-12 to higher education.
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1 Motivation and Scope

Unfamiliar technical terms pose a well-known barrier to communicating scientific information [12]. Whether
the reader is a beginning student or a specialist in another discipline trying to survey a new field, unfamiliar
terminology can confuse and, if a superficially familiar term in a new field has a distinct usage, even mislead.
Although the National Virtual Observatory, for example, is committed to outreach and education [23], astron-
omy students and curious amateurs may need to see expansions of some acronyms — e.g., MACHO: massive
compact halo object, such as neutron stars and brown dwarfs — or exemplary pictures of “Kuiper belt objects” as
they move through this resource. Likewise, undergraduates who are shifting from a carefully controlled textbook
information environment will encounter materials that allude to new concepts and, in some cases, familiar con-
cepts with different neames. A student working on bioluminescence may thus encounter references to particular
chemical processes or species of echinoderms. Students of environmental policy need to ask a broad range of
questions: how seismic is the geology of an area? which species are exotic? what is the life cycle of a particular
fish?

We propose to augment readers’ ability to make connections among scientific information in the National Sci-
ence Digital Library. Exploiting existing metadata, full text, glossaries, thesauri, and object catalogues, we will
extend the abilities of readers from secondary education to professionals to life-long learners. In particular, we
aim to encourage undergraduate research — smoothing the transition from absorbing textbooks and problem set
to exploring and creating knowledge.

OurServices for a Customizable Authority Linking Environment (SCALE) will provide two basic functions:

• automatically generating links in and annotations to NSDL documents to aid reading – a process some-
times called “just-in-time information retrieval” [24, 5, 15, 10]. The Perseus Digital Library system has
been providing automatic linking services as part of its production digital library system for more than
five years. DLI-2 support has allowed Perseus to confront the problems of customizing automatic linking
services for multiple collections. While substantial work remains to be done on customization, the auto-
matic links are, at present, the most heavily used feature in the Perseus DL. The current service supports
a substantial user base – the Perseus DL is currently (spring 2002) serving c. 9,000,000 pages per month.
We have now established an automatic linking proxy service as part of our OAI harvesting work: read-
ers can call on this serve to add links to third-party HTML, plain text and PDF documents through this
service, creating links from matched key words and phrases to glossaries, images, and other supplemen-
tary materials. We also have substantial experience in the information extraction strategies that extract
key words and phrases from a variety of authority lists, including dictionaries, encyclopedias, glossaries,
grammars, textbooks, review articles and similar sources. Originally designed to support documents on
Greco-Roman antiquity, the automatic linking service has been adapted to subjects such as early modern
English, the history and topography of London, the history of mechanics, and the US Civil War. It now
plays a fundamental role in the Dibner Institute’s Histor of Recent Science Project (http://hrst.mit.edu). We
propose to expand this service as a whole and to augment its customization component for the NSDL.ZZZ
THE BEST PAPER PRIZE AT HYPERTEXT 2001 WAS ON AUTOMATIC LINKING – SHOULD WE
CITE?

• authority control services for the NSDL

aggregating and managing authority lists and creating links among items in different authority lists. While
authority lists are already familiar to librarians and many collection developers, NSDL services that allow
authors to choose recognized terms and headers will, we believe, have find a much broader audience, as
authors struggle to make their materials more useful in the distributed NSDL. Researchers at both the
Perseus Digital Library Project at Tufts and the Digital Knowledge Center at Johns Hopkins’ Eisenhower
Library have both spent years developing tools to support this task. The DKC team has particular experi-
ence with integrating Library of Congress authority lists, while the Perseus team has worked extensively
with a range of heterogeneous sources (e.g., pre-existing dictionaries and encyclopedias on various topics).
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Figure 1: When reading a document in the NSDL, a student can get more information from our service about
the “cosmological constant”, “compactification”, or other terms.

Figure 2: The linking service applies to PDF documents. The acronym is not expanded anywhere in the docu-
ment. Without such linking the non-specialist will have to hunt for a glossary or explanation.

Both groups confront the problem of scalability: in rapidly growing enivironments such as the Perseus DL
and especially the NSDL, we need to draw heavily on automated methods and on contributors without
professional training as cataloguers. We therefore stress probabilistic methods that can both automatically
identify key words and phrases (e.g., recognize that the “Springfield” in a given passage is in MO and not
MA), assess with reasonable accuracy the probability that its identification is correct (e.g., 60ZZZPER-
CENT, 95, 99 confidence), display those confidences to users and allow collection managers to use those
confidence levels to target strategic interventions (e.g., show me all entries where the confidence levelis
below or above a given level). We propose to build on this foundation to provide generalized services for
the NSDL.

These two services can be treated separately: librarians worked with authority lists for generations before the
advent of digital computers, while lists of key words and phrases do, in fact, support useful automatic linking
without formal authority control ZZZJCDL2001. Nevertheless, the two services increase substantially in their
power if interconnected and we believe that a joint proposal that integrates both services will be more effective
than separate approaches. Sine feedback from some already developing services for the NSDL suggests that
service integration will become the biggest general technical challenge for the NSDL and CIS, it makes general
sense to develop related services together. Second, these two services in paricular need to interact with one
another: while different reference works may cite “Mark Twain” or “Samuel Clemens,” the authority manager
can be used to link the two, such that references to “Mark Twain” and “Samuel Clemens” generate links to the
same source (and to an explanation that these are alternate references to the same entity). We therefore propose
this joint project, in which we develop the resources in tandem. The resulting services will become part of the
Tufts University Library’s Digital Collections and Archives (DCA) group, which provides digital library services
to the university as a whole. This transfer from research to production at DCA is a natural one, since the DCA
has already intergrated the Perseus Digital Library system into its own production environment. The DCA will
then provide services and a repository for the resulting software, which will be distributed on an open-source
basis.

When students first encounter unrestricted research materials, they may be daunted by unfamiliar terms or con-
cepts. SCALE’s proxy service adds links to the document, tailored to the student’s knowledge and interests, that
provide more information about such terms as “cosmological constant” or “compactification” (figures 1 and 2).
When the user selects “cosmological constant”, he sees links to five glossary entries and 85 articles, in this case
harvested from registered OAI data providers. The glossary entry may contain automatically generated links to
yet more terms (figure 3).

Similarly, a biology student may seek further information on “dinoflagellates” or “bioluminescence” (figure 4)
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Figure 3: The user has selected the link to “cosmological constant”. In addition to five glossary entries, the
service finds 85 articles related to that term. The glossary entry contains automatically generated links to yet
more terms.

and then explore the process in more depth (figure 5).

Scalability is an important goal for any NSDL service. Although introductory texts may be carefully edited to
explain terminology on first use, someone navigating a web site may jump into a document in the middle, missing
the explanation. It would also be onerous to expect that all materials used for instruction would be manually
glossed, and even if they were, at what level ought the terminology be explained? Non-specialist might want with
all manner of unusual terms glossed and marginal help offered, but specialists could do without these distractions.
The increasing amount of scientific information on-line has created a revolution in scholarly communication.
Starting with the Los Alamos e-print archive, in 1991, scientists have turned more and more to disseminating
results quickly and cheaply over the Internet. Once materials had reached a certain mass, the community began
to build and organize services for aggregating and augmenting this virtual scientific database. Among the most
notable are CiteSeer, OpenCit, SFX, and the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) [14, 16, 3, 32, 21, 2]. Many
services have addressed the issue of distributed resource discovery. To a lesser extent, researchers have focused
on activating the citations embedded in most scholarly documents.

To realize the goal of scalable authority control and linking, we propose to

• create and maintain authority lists of technical terms and concepts harvested from OAI metadata, extracted
from full text, and imported from existing authority lists

• extend our current automatic hypertext capabilities to embed glosses of technical terms and links to related
passages within HTML, PDF, and XML documents in the NSDL

• provide term detection and document linking through SOAP-based web services

• evaluate the interface to and functionality of our services in cooperation with the National Virtual Obser-
vatory

• customize the service through explicit user configuration and adaptive learning of preferences

• collect annotations on the quality of links to improve precision and provide a training set for future systems
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Figure 4: When reading a document in the NSDL, a student can get more information from our service about
“dinoflagellates”, “bioluminescence”, or other terms.

Figure 5: In this article about bioluminescence, pre-existing links in HTML or PDF can be preserved or over-
ridden. In the illustration above we have used color to distinguish original and added links: blue links (e.g.,
“invertebrate”) were in the original HTML; red links (e.g., “luciferin”) were added by the proxy service.
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Figure 6: Data and processes in SCALE. White components already exist; grey components will be built under
this grant.

Our own site will provide an interface for browsing documents in the digital library augmented with semantic
information and visualizations. We will also provide tools for content creators to refine authority lists and to
re-incorporate the enriched documents back into their own repositories (figure 6).

Different audiences need to be able to tailor the nature and amount of contextual information they need or, in the
case of faculty, how much and what level of contextual information they want their students to have. Incorporat-
ing contextual information within the document itself leads to easier navigation and information discovery.

2 Reading Support in Digital Libraries

Much digital library research concentrates on the problem of finding relevant objects. Once the object is found,
the user is left to read or analyze the information on his or her own. The OAI protocol, which stands at the core
of the NSDL, follows in this tradition, providing advanced search and discovery searches.

The Perseus Digital Library Project, by contrast, has historically put the problem of reading support at the
core of its efforts: what sorts of resources can we generate automatically to help the language student move
through a text? how do we automatically create links between allusions to cultural and historical phenomena
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in an 1838 description of London and explanatory materials for the reader? Since planning began more than
fifteen years ago, Perseus has been researching new ways to connect information, using linguistic, citational,
and semantic methods [31]. In addition to developing sophisticated linguistic and lexicographic tools to aid
the reading of classical Greek and Latin, Perseus has explored the use of reference works and authority lists to
create a rich automatic hypertext from digital library materials on the Greco-Roman world. Over the past two
years, in collaboration with the Tufts University Archives and with funding from Phase 2 of the Digital Libraries
Initiative, Perseus has investigated the process for building a digital library in a new domain: the history and
topography of London. By combining narrative histories and fictional works with reference materials, such
as the Dictionary of National Biography and Wheatley’s topographical encyclopedia, and authority lists, such
as G.F. Cruchley’s London gazetteer and the indices at the backs of books, we have been able to build an
automatically hyperlinked collection, with especially rich connections for people, places, and time [8]. Also
with NSF funding, Perseus has been collaborating with the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science,
in Berlin, building a digital collection on the history of mechanics from Aristotle through Galileo [1]. As part
of this effort, we have expanded our linguistic tools to handle Italian, especially the many variant forms that
occur in Renaissance texts, and have experimented with tying together technical terms in order to elucidate the
mental models in pre-modern science. We have also digitized period reference works such as dictionaries and,
most notably, two eighteenth-century scientific encyclopedias by Gehler and Hutton. Finally, we are providing
our digital library infrastructure for MIT’s Dibner Institute to support a collaborative documentation of recent
science.

We propose to provide services to exploit and expand finding aids to augment the reading of scientific informa-
tion. We can begin this process by mining existing paper and electronic thesauri, controlled vocabularies, and
reference works; we will then use this information to annotate documents in the digital library [20, 11]. We
can enrich the authority lists by mining information from documents in the NSDL and by providing tools for
contributors to the NSDL to specify authoritative information in their own documents.

The NSDL already has two kinds of resources that can be exploited to aid readers with terminology. First of all,
many of the web materials that are already catalogued have glossary and acronym expansion sections. Among the
earth sciences resources in the NSDL-funded Digital Library for Earth System Education (DLESE:http://
www.dlese.org ), there are ten such glossaries. Although most glossaries produced for pedagogical purposes
have a structure, the hierarchical organization of many specialized authority lists — such as the National Library
of Medicine’s Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) or the ACM Computing Classification System — can
situate a term in the context of similar terms and in a structured view of a discipline. Terms that co-occur with
the term in question can also be automatically extracted from the digital library corpus to provide another view
of the way that knowledge is organized [26]. The Perseus team have had good results with calculating word co-
occurrences to support working lexicographers [25]. One of the major problems with hand-maintained subject
hierarchies and thesauri is the misalignment of terms when moving from domain to domain [27]. Perseus has
successfully used information retrieval techniques to cluster similar definitions from one dictionary to another,
even when the headwords are in different languages.

While short glosses can be used to inform a reader without too much disruption, if more information is needed,
manually assigned subject headings and information retrieval techniques can be used to find more discursive
documents on a particular topic. The set of subject headings, keywords, titles, authors, and other metadata in
the digital library can also be used for terms to be mapped onto documents. In addition to providing just-in-time
glossing of concepts, the presence of linked terms in a document will show the topics on which a reader can get
more information.

In addition to providing glosses and further information about particular terms, we will also offer suggestions for
further reading when a user is browsing documents. One strategy for recommendations uses information retrieval
methods to find documents most similar to the one the user is examining, usually within a term-document vector
space [24]; other approaches try to capture the idea of “usefulness” for a particular task [6]. Since the user
of our service will be able to express some preference for the kind of resources he finds useful, we will base
our recommendations on the pattern of links from the document being read to the other resources in the digital
library.
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3 Key Word and Phrase Aggregation Services

Our service needs to handle the hundreds of collections and millions of documents projected for the NSDL.
We can achieve the necessary scalability by relying on automatic methods that benefit from strategic human
intervention. The first task is to gather lists of significant names and terms to help us gloss documents for reading
and to link to related documents. Our system will extract this information from three sources: the metadata that
all NSDL collections will provide through the OAI protocol, structured sources where key terms and phrases are
explicitly labelled, and unstructured full text. While we will concentrate on materials formally included within
NSDL collections, we will opportunistically harvest, and glossaries, textbooks, articles and other resources from
beyond the NSDL.

3.1 Basic Metadata Harvesting Services

The infrastructure for the NSDL, as built by the Core Integration group, relies on the Open Archives Initiative’s
Metadata Harvesting Protocol. This protocol, described in [21] and athttp://www.openarchives.org ,
operates by passing XML-encoded document metadata to harvesting applications in response to queries from a
small, pre-defined set. All OAI data providers or repositories must support unqualified Dublin Core, and they
may also declare support for community-specific metadata standards. OAI service providers harvest metadata
in one or more of these formats so that users and other programs can work with the repositories’ resources in
aggregate. From its roots in the scientific e-print community, the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) has grown to
hold a significant place in digital library interoperability efforts. By lowering the barrier for data providers to
expose metadata, the OAI Metadata Harvesting Protocol provides a consistent testbed for new service providers.
The OAI has thus successfully positioned itself between high-functionality, complex federation schemes and
low-functionality, web crawled search services [2].

Since the initial release of the OAI standard, Perseus has been involved as a data provider. The Perseus digital
library already exposes all of its document-level metadata via the OAI protocol, and the Perseus team are ex-
perimenting with exposing richer metadata for distributed information extraction. Perseus also helped found the
Open Language Archives Consortium (OLAC), an OAI community for sharing linguistic information.

Our document management system, the Hopper, also harvests registered OAI data providers to build a testbed
for distributed services [30]. From the metadata exposed by these OAI repositories, we extract subject headings,
keywords, place names, authors, titles, and other authority information.

We describe two broad sources for technical terms.

3.2 Tagged Technical Term Aggregation Services

Digitized glossaries, gazetteers, textbooks, encyclopedias, and ontologies inside and outside the NSDL provide
a wealth of key words and phrases already identified and explained by subject experts. Also in this category fall
protein registries, star catalogues, and the National Virtual Observatory’s “concept space” that is used to define
relationships between attributes used within its different data collections [23]. The headwords and phrases in
these documents can be mined and used very effectively as anchors for automatic linking. Similarly, a growing
number of documents contain structured markup and tagsets such as the Text Encoding Initiative ZZZ include
tags that identify technical terms embedded in full texts. Other documents (such as scientific reviews) may use
consistent formatting cues (e.g., bold) to identify technical terms as they are introduced and explained. Such
formatting can often be used to extract technical terms in an efficient fashion. If the formatting is ambiguous
(e.g., italics is used for technical terms and many other features also) the process is less efficient and falls into
untagged documents.
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The authority list manager automatically identifies ambiguities (e.g., ZZZ THE TERM ZZZ SHOWS UP IN
TWO GLOSSARIES FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS AND WITH DIFFERENT MEANINGS). The NSDL au-
thority list service will help those creating or maintaining such resources to add alternate formulations of the
same concept and to adress similar challenges, but the extracted head words and phrases provide a solid initial
foundation. In general, specialized language is designed to reduce ambiguity and the resulting key words and
phrases provide much more effective anchors for automatic linking than do normal proper nouns (e.g, “Spring-
field,” “John Smith,” “Professor Park”).

The Perseus DL has over the past fifteen years mined dozens of print reference works in a variety of subjects
for key words and phrases, with recent work exploring domains such as the history and topography of London,
early modern English, the American Civil War, the history of mechanics, and the history of recent science (in
conjunction with http://hrst.mit.edu). Current scientific reference works have proven tractable to the methods
that we have developed.

Our NSDL service will have two basic components. First, we will aggregate a wide range of authority lists
already available in the NSDL and other sources, with a particular emphasis initially on astronomy, biology and
earth sciences. Second, we will document how are system works, allowing the producers of new such resources
to see how they can make their materials interact as efficiently as possible. NSDL participants will be able to
run their documents through our system.

3.3 Technical Term Identification Services in Unstructured Text

Most NSDL content will be relatively unstructured HTML, PDF, or plain text. Even documents in XML may
encode relatively little structure and/or not mark relevant technical terms and phrases explicitly. Nevertheless,
techniques from information retrieval and natural language processing help us detect new terms in running
prose. Where we have been able to mine millions of useful key words and phrases from structured resources and
tagged documents, identifying new technical terms in untagged full text is more challenging and benefits from
more human intervention. Nevertheless, the extraction and aggregation of technical terms can be a key element
in collection development. We will provide services that help collection developers achieve this goal.

Typically, a library will manage the intellectual quality of the content of its bibliographic records through au-
thority control work. A database management or technical services group would be responsible for identifying
irregularities in subject headings, in field use, or other aspects of the catalog that result in ambiguities and in-
accurate search results. This group would then resolve these ambiguities or inaccuracies in the catalog. Some
libraries outsource authority control work to professional services such as OCLC/MARS or Library Technolo-
gies Inc. These services use complex algorithms to compare subject headings in a catalog with an authorized list,
and automatically correct the catalog headings. Typically, they work with a limited authorized list, say LCSH or
MeSH.

Combing thousands of documents for identifiable and authorized terms will result in the discovery of many terms
that are just entering the vocabulary of a particular discipline and have not yet been authorized by keyword list or
glossary maintainers. Technical terms may be identified automatically by their linguistic properties [18]: they are
usually noun phrases, without optionally modifying adverbs or adjectives [19]. Thus, “acid rain” is a technical
term, but “extremely acid rain” is not. Terms may also be identified by statistically significant collocations of
words [7, 22] or with a combination of statistical, linguistic, and domain knowledge [17].

Of all linguistic features, noun phrases have attracted attention because of their ability to capture the main topics
— the “aboutness” — of expository and academic prose [33, 9, 4]. The of mapping of concepts to phrases can
be more precise than to words. This precision can improve not only information retrieval but also aid automatic
summarization and other applications. Rather than noun phrases in general, many researchers have favored
simplex noun phrases (SNPs) for practical reasons. A simplex noun phrase in English can be defined as an
optional determiner, followed by zero or more attributive nouns or adjectives, followed by the noun head of
the phrase. Not only can SNPs be recognized with a finite state machine on part-of-speech-tagged text, but in
English the phrase head, and thus presumably the most important content-bearing word, will be last.
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Complex noun phrases, verb phrases, and other structures present greater obstacles to recognition. Also, for
indexing and browsing purposes, a complex noun phrase such asgroup of childrencarries more content in
the dependentchildren than in the syntactic head. Much information, however, is still encoded in these more
complex structures, especially in genres of text outside modern scientific documents, where strings of attributive
nouns and adjectives are quite common. Languages other than English also exhibit structures that that are not as
simple as English SNPs.

The system will report potential new headings through a first-time headings report. An appropriate subject
specialist (either a librarian or faculty) must review each never before encountered term for accuracy. Some
headings on the list will undoubtedly be typographical errors, others will be mis-applied terminology, while still
others may be newly-coined terms that have not yet been added to the subject glosses or keyword lists.

New headings determined to be valid, that is not editorial mistakes, will be posted with citation to their first use,
by the service for authority list maintainers and glossary creators to review and possibly add to their lists. This
list could be broken up by academic discipline for ease of review. In this way we will also provide a service
to those interested in maintaining and updating their glossaries. These updated glossaries will then be used by
the service to further improve the quality of links in the documents. It would not be possible or proper for our
service to attempt to make decisions concerning the appropriateness of a term in a particular discipline.

Unlike many libraries, however, this service will provide the ability to navigate among several different authority
lists. While we will not attempt to create a master list for any field—such as the Getty’s Art and Architecture
Thesaurus or the UMLS—we will make links among entries in various authorities.

For this proposal, we downloaded and minimally tagged in SGML seven biology glossaries, two astronomical
glossaries, four earth science glossaries, as well as the glossary to a USGS biological resources survey. We
then exploited these glossaries to create links to technical terms in texts (see above) and used vector similarity
information retrieval techniques to create connections among the glossary entries. Thus, we can link the entry for
igneous rock in one glossary not only with the entry for igneous rock in another, but also with the definitions for
magma, lava, cumulate, porphyritic, glassy, phenocryst, crystal, vesicle, and mafic—all of them types of igneous
rocks or materials such as lava pertinent to their formation. These alternative terms can be used to improve recall
in searching (by query expansion), to give a reader a wider sense of the semantic field of a term, and to aid
switching between different sets of terminologies.

4 Automatic Linking Services

Once metadata are harvested and the key words and phrases are identified, we have already in place services to
help users search and browse for documents of interest, or visualize the distribution of places or terms, through
the Perseus Digital Library’s interface. When they wish to view the content of a resource, they can link to the
external site directly, or they can choose to filter documents through a proxy service that provides linking and
aggregation services ZZZ FIGURE XREF. Readers of plain text, HTML or PDF documents can see links on
names and technical terms that link to related resoures. We support different sets of authority lists for different
collections. Users could choose to see automatic links from all astronomical or earth science data sources, or
could customize the list of authority lists applied (described below).

In addition to this human interface, we will provide an application interface to our service. For maximum
flexibility, we will use web services protocols such as the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), for transport,
and the Web Services Description Language (WSDL), for description of service functionality. We expect that
once the Core Integration System provides a registry, all of our service descriptions will be fully published there.
Existing libraries for programming langauges such as Java and perl ease the creation of SOAP services, and we
have taken advantage of them to build test services for term detection and annotation. Web services will allow
NSDL content providers or programmers of other services to take advantage of our authority list work.

From the metadata exposed by OAI repositories, we will extract subject headings, keywords, place names, dates,
authors, and other authority information. Where the metadata record indicates an address for the resource’s
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Figure 7: In addition to glossaries, the service uses gazetteers as an authority list for linking geographic names
in texts and map labels.

content, we will also process that information for terms and names, as well as generating statistics on their uses
and on which terms co-occur. We will provide readers with the ability to browse the whole digital library as
an automatically generated hypertext: by reading documents filtered through the proxy service on our web site,
users will see unusual terms linked to glosses and more discursive explanatory information. Marginal notes will
suggest other resources that are similar to or useful for the understanding of the current document; maps with
each document will plot the geographic range of the places mentioned. We will at the very least support adding
links to documents in HTML and Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF). We will investigate ways to add
links to XML documents in ways that are consistent with various XML style files’ support for linking.

At first, in order to guide users to this functionality, we provide a simple searching and browsing interface to find
documents of interest (figures 8 and 9). Our interface provides aggregation by static categories such as collection
and resource type, but it can also dynamically cluster results by significant phrases.

In the long term, we anticipate exposing rich metadata to the core NSDL system—beyond traditional catalogue-
card information—data such as names, dates, and terms extracted from each document and links to related
documents. The core integration interface will then be able to harvest our derived metadata and link to our
augmented documents.

The proxy service also provides the ability to enter arbitrary URLs to have these documents matched (much as
some services allow entering a URL to have a document translated). In this case, of course, the link targets will
all be documents inside the NSDL, although the link sources will be outside.

The current authority matching system, as implemented in the proxy for human use and the SOAP service for
applications, achieves its speed by preselecting a subset of authority lists and then matching on fixed terms. If we
can thus determine that a document is about astronomy, we can select an astronomical authority list and ignore
potentially confounding terms from biology. While empirical studies show that “one sense per discourse” is a
sound linguistic principle [13], there is not always a disciplinary fit between documents and authority lists. We
will thus adapt and optimize the DKC’s system for comparing contextual information in the authority data and
the target documents to improve precision in authority matching.

5 Customizing Services

Not all users will want to use every sort of linking, suggestion, or visualization. A discipline specialist is unlikely
to want simple glosses but may want to see suggestions for further reading or map visualization. A student or a
newcomer to the discipline may need new terminology explained and put in context. Consider an undergraduate
who, having completed two years of coursework in biology and biochemistry, sets out on his first foray into
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Figure 8: Our interface to harvested data shows how search results for “MACHO” (massive compact halo object)
can be clustered by automatically detected phrases that co-occur with that term: “dark matter”, “large magellanic
cloud”, “gravitational microlensing”, and so on. Artifacts of the e-print system show up in phrases like “pages
latex” and “postscript figure”.

Figure 9: Search results for “cloning” are clustered here by significant phrases such as “molecular cloning”,
“human and mouse”, “amino acid”, and so on.
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Figure 10: An editor has signed into the Perseus Digital Library and can identify the correct linguistic analysis of
a word and/or provide full text annotation. Editors can create annotations for global distribution, but instructors
can create separate annotation sets for their classes while students can create annotation sets as parts of their
assignment.

the research literature. Certain terms and concepts, which his textbooks have highlighted, will be quite familiar.
Others will be unfamiliar but central to his topic. Still other terms, while unfamiliar, are incidental to the research
at hand. If we wish to help this student make sense of the unrestricted literature, we should direct most effort
towards explicating unfamiliar terms that are central to the topic at hand, providing review of known material
and the option to branch off into tangential topics.

With this idealized example as motivation, we propose three ways our service can be customized to meet different
users’ needs:

1. Users can explicitly choose topics that interest them from an authority list.

2. Users, their instructors, or others can define an ad hoc subdomain that contains documents of interest.

3. The service can examine a user’s past and current reading to discern patterns of interest. Thus, the system
can identify (1) which technical terms have appeared in recently viewed documents and (2) which new
technical terms are particularly prominent in a given document or document collection.

Each form of customization has its own advantages and drawbacks. They can also reinforce each other by being
combined.

6 Facilities for Feedback and Dissemination

Structured markup standards such as XML promise to bring greater semantic richness to the World Wide Web
and digital libraries generally. Technical terms could be tagged as such and linked to persistent vocabulary
identifiers; personal and place names could be tagged and linked to biographical dictionaries and gazetteers.
Most data on the web, and in many digital libraries, are as yet unstructured, or only structured at the highest
level (author, title, section headers, links). The methods for automatic linking and visualization outlined so far
rely on relatively simple but effective heuristics and are open to human correction. We have in place a feedback
mechanism where a content provider, clicking on a link generated in one of his documents, could rank the most
useful resources for the term linked, or correct a wrongly disambiguated name. ZZZ PUT IN AN IMAGE OF
THIS IN PERSEUS.

Providing authority control for documents in the NSDL will also make it easier for document authors and editors
to incorporate rich semantic tagging into their documents. In the Text Encoding Initiative DTD, for example,
an author could tag a reference to Springfield not just as<placeName>Springfield </placeName>
but as<placeName key=’namespace:place:idNum’ >Springfield </placeName> . We will
collect the information gained from hand-corrected links and name categorizations from the document authors.
We will use this data as a training set for a statistically-based, machine-learning method that advances our
heuristic methods of link generation. We plan to advertise the service, gather and compile feedback information,
improve our methods of link generation and then disseminate our findings to the larger community. We will
advertise our services through both the Tufts University Digital Library and Perseus Project web sites. The high
traffic of the Perseus site (currently 9,000,000 page views per month not counting embedded images) and of
the main Tufts site (15,000 hits per day) ensures that many people will be introduced to the service through
serendipitous means. We will also target specific audiences by posting notices on appropriate listservs and
websites (the FGDC Clearinghouse weblinks is just one example). Additionally, we will create a brochure for
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distribution at conferences and workshops such as the ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries. We
also hope to present our findings in the refereed proceedings of these conferences. Finally, we will publish our
results in digital library journals such as D-Lib, and through Council on Library and Information Resources and
Digital Library Federation publications.

7 Project Organization

Gregory Colati, the Director of Tufts Digital Collections and Archives and the University Archivist, will manage
the overall development of the services and their continuation after the end of the grant period. DCA staff will
be directly responsible for the human interface to the service and for ongoing authority control.

Sayeed Choudhury, the Hodson Director of the Johns Hopkins Digital Knowledge Center, will manage the
evaluation of the service and development of adaptive authority linking technology. DKC staff will also work on
authority control and on ingesting large pre-existing authority lists. In addition to running the evaluations, they
will participate in designing the human interface.

Professor Gregory Crane, head of the Perseus Digital Library Project and PI on the DLI-2 grant, is co-PI and
responsible for overseeing the technical development and transfer of the technology. The Perseus Project will
provide the primary technical skills for the customization and term detection systems and for the application
interfaces to the services.

The DCA and the Perseus Project are in adjacent buildings and interact daily. Tufts and Johns Hopkins will take
advantage of their connection to Internet 2 to hold regular videoconferences in the DCA, Perseus, and DKC labs.
We also plan one meeting in Baltimore and one in Medford each year to brainstorm development strategies.

8 Implementation Plan

The features and interfaces of our service ultimately depends on users’ experience with it in the context of the
NSDL. We will thus front-load our development process to bring students and scientists into contact with our
service as soon as possible.

8.1 Existing Components

Since, as noted in previous sections, the DCA, DKC, and Perseus already have many working components, we
will begin by implementing a test service. Perseus’ digital library system, the Hopper, already harvests 434,000
metadata records from registered OAI data providers and integrates them into its searching and browsing tools
[30]. The DCA have been using the Hopper for development and production for a year now and have been
migrating their collections management system to XML formats. The DKC have been using their authority
matching system, based on Bayesian classifiers, as part of their workflow management for capturing the Levy
Collection of 30,000 pieces of sheet music [34]. In building a testbed for this proposal, we downloaded several
glossaries for astronomy, biology, and earth science to augment the keywords already acquired from harvesting
OAI data providers. We also implemented a prototype proxy service that, given an arbitrary URL, adds links
from HTML and PDF documents to other resources in the digital library, and rewrites existing links to also pass
through the proxy. At present, users of the proxy service can customize the links in a simple way by choosing
from a pop-up menu of authority lists. While we will make this proxy service more robust and customizable, we
belive that this prototype indicates the feasability and performance of the full service.
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8.2 Initial Implementation and Evaluation

The DCA group will begin by harvesting all registered NSDL collections to augment the data providers reg-
istered at Cornell. Using the Hopper and the prototype proxy service, the DCA and DKC will make initial
modifications to the human interface for the reading environment, concentrating on inline glossing and linking
to related documents. The DKC will acquire data from the National Virtual Observatory’s ‘concept space’ to
serve as an authority list for astronomical objects, concepts, and processes. This authority list will be used to
augment journal articles and other documents archived by the NVO, the NSDL, and other OAI repositories. The
DKC usability specialist will then conduct heuristic evaluations of the reading environment with NVO students
and scientists. We expect initial evaluation to focus on:

• What aspects of the linking service are favored by practicing scientists, students, and interested amateurs?

• Do students confine themselves to in-line glosses or do links and summaries encourage them to range
more widely in the literature?

• Since NVO concepts are keys to enormous data sets as well as scientific articles, do automatic links to
these data sets prove useful to following an author’s argument?

• XXX What are some initial evaluation questions? XXX

8.3 Continuing Development

Our evaluation of the baseline system will suggest new opportunities for development. As evaluation is going
on, however, we expect to work on the three key technologies we have described above:

• improved authority matching based on the DKC system

• automatic detection of new technical terms based on Perseus’ work

• customized linking and summarization based on user and document profiling

We will take advantage of other NSDL services as they go on line. Connecting to the Alexandria Digital Li-
brary’s service for textual-spatial integration (DUE 0121578), for example, will allow us to use topographic
identifiers, rather than possibly ambiguous names, in calculating document similarity and making links. [XXX
More connections to other projects. XXX]

9 From Research Project to Production Service

A key element in the proposal is to transfer the technology and expertise of the Perseus Project and DKC research
and development groups to the Tufts Digital Collections and Archives. Over the course of the grant period, the
DCA will implement the service in a production environment as part of its digital library services. The DCA
will develop the management and process workflow to implement service and gather information concerning
potential cost-recovery models for supplying the service. Beyond this, the DCA will design and implement the
user-interface front end of the system.

After the completion of the grant, the DCA will maintain the service as part of its digital library mission. It
is important that this type of activity be moved from research to the front lines of library service and managed
by library specialists. The transfer of technology and understanding from research and development projects
to library services is a key element in building the digital library. Tufts University is fortunate to now have an
organizational model specifically designed to support research and development projects and move them into
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mainstream digital library workflow and management. We expect this service to be used in a number of ways
outside the NSDL, all of which support the advancement of research, teaching, and scholarship. Faculty who
wish to enhance their students’ ability to interrelate documents would be a primary user population. Researchers
who want to add value and context to their own writing would also benefit. Most importantly, students of all
levels can enhance their learning and develop their research skills by navigating the hypertext of scholarship.
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